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Introduction. A continuous function F(t) = U(t)+iV(t), (—»</< + oo),

is said to possess a mean motion p, if it has a representation of the form

(1) F(t) = r(t) exp 2vipit), - oo < t < + oo ,

such that r(t), p(t) are real-valued continuous functions and

(2) p(t)/t -♦ tiipit) = pt + o(,t)) t-^ co.

The problem of the existence and determination of this constant p. for

functions £(¿) of the type

„

(3) Fit) = 2Zak exp 2«(A*i + ak),
fc-i

where Ak, ak are real and ak >0, goes back to Lagrange's approximative treat-

ment of the secular perturbations of the major planets. The earliest result in

this direction is that if the amplitudes ak satisfy Lagrange's relation, that is,

if for some j,

(4) as > ai + • • • + a,-_i + a,-+i + • ■ • + a„,

so that

(5) ¡Fit) \ > C, - oo < / < + oo ,

for a constant c>0, then the mean motion p. exists and

(6) ß = A,-.

Bohl [l ] has proved the existence of p. if » = 3; Weyl [12] has treated the case

»=4 when the frequencies Ai, • • • , A„ are linearly independent. In the case

of a general », it has been shown (Hartman, van Kampen, and Wintner [5])

that if the numbers «i, • • • , a„ do not satisfy a relation of the type

n

S e^ak = 0, e* = ± 1,
t-i

and if the frequencies Ai, • • ■ , An and the amplitudes «i, • • • , a„ are fixed,

* Presented to the Society, October 30, 1937; received by the editors April 2, 1938.
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then the mean motion p exists whenever the phases ah ■ ■ ■ , an do not belong

to a certain zero set (which may be empty) in the («i, • • • , an)-space. Ac-

tually, this was stated explicitly only in the case that Aj, • • • , An are linearly

independent, but it is clear from the proof that this restriction is unneces-

sary. It was also shown that if («i, • • • , an) does not belong to the exceptional

set and if the frequencies are linearly independent, then the mean motion p

possesses an explicit integral representation. More recently, Weyl [13] has

shown that if the frequencies are linearly independent, then the exceptional

zero set is empty.

It is known* that if F(t) is an arbitrary almost periodic function f satisfy-

ing the condition (5), then <p(t) =pt+co(t), where œ(t) is almost periodic. Also

(Hartman and Wintner [7]), in this case the mean motion possesses an ex-

plicit integral representation.

Let

(7) f(s) = f(a + it) = u(a, t) + iv(a, t),        a < a < ß; -  co  < t < + ce ,

be an analytic almost periodic function in the strip a <<r <ß. In this paper the

mean motions of the functions

(8) F.(t) = f(a + it)

will be investigated. The method will be that of considering <r as a varying

parameter, so that a given F(t) is thought of as embedded into a sheaf of

functions (8) depending on <r.

According to Jessen [9], there is associated with every function (7) a

Jensen function ip(a), (a<<r<ß), such that\p(a) is convex and if ^(<r) is differ-

entiable at a — a, a=ß' for a<ct <ß' <ß, then the frequency H(a', ß') of the

zeros of f(s) in the strip a' <a<ß' exists and 2wH(a', ß') =ip'(ß')—>p'(a'),

where \¡/' = d\J//da. In §1, it will be proved that the mean motion p(<x) exists

for every a, (a<a<ß), at which \p'(a) exists, and 2irp(o) =\p'(a). Since ip(<r)

is convex, it has a derivative at every point a with the possible exception

of a denumerable set. The connection between the mean motion and the

derivative of the Jensen function is established by an adaptation of the meth-

ods used by Jessen [9] to prove the existence and the properties of the Jensen

function. This connection, when combined with simple examples of limit

periodic functions mentioned by Jessen [9], show that on the one hand p(a)

may exist even though Tp'(a) does not, while on the other hand p(o) need not

exist for all a.

A criterion is obtained in §2 for the existence of p(a) for all a in the inter-

* This result was conjectured by Wintner and proved by Bohr [3].

f Throughout this paper, almost periodicity will be meant in the sense of Bohr.
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val a <a <ß. The criterion, in the case of an arbitrary function (7), is obtained

by a generalization of the methods used by Jessen [10 ] in the study of zeros

of those functions (7) having linearly independent Fourier exponents. How-

ever, this general criterion takes a simpler form for a large class of analytic

almost periodic functions. An application of this simplified criterion shows

that if (7) is a trigonometric polynomial

„

(9) fis) = 23 ak exp 2i:(Kks + iak),
k=l

then all of the corresponding functions (8), with the possible exception of a

finite set of a, possess mean motions /¿(a) (§3). The question whether the

finite set of exceptional a is necessarily empty will remain open. It will be

shown, however, that if the polynomial (9) has a decomposition

(10) fis) = fi(s) + /,(*)

into the sum of two polynomials which are not both periodic and whose fre-

quencies are contained in linearly independent moduli, then p.(a) exists for

all a.

In §4 the smoothness of the function p. of a is discussed. It is shown, in

particular, that in the case of a trigonometric polynomial (9) with linearly

independent frequencies, p(a) is a regular analytic function at every point a

for which there is no relation of the type

n

^ ekakexp 2irAkcr = 0, ek = ± I,
i=l

while p.(a) possesses p continuous derivatives for — oo <o- < + oo ) if n^3 + 2/».

In §5 the methods are extended so as to apply to the Riemann f-function

for l/2<a^l. As is to be expected, p(a) exists for all a>l/2 and p.(a)=0.

1. Mean motions and the Jensen function. In the sequel, it will be sup-

posed that/(s) =f(a+ii) ^0 is a regular almost periodic function in the strip

a<a<ß, where —oo ;£a</3^ + oo. It will first be shown that every function

(8) can be represented in the form (1), where the corresponding function p(t)

is an analytic function of the real variable /.

Lemma 1. For every a in a<a<ß there exists a unique function p,(t) satis-

fying the conditions:

(i) <p,(t) is a regular analytic function of the real variable t for — oo </

< + oo.

(ii) 2ir<p,(i) =arg F,(t) (mod w) for - oo </ < + oo.

(iii) 0=^,(0)<l/2.
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This lemma has been proved by Bohl [l ] for the case of polynomials (9)

when the word "continuous" replaces "regular analytic" in (i). This proof,

however, is valid for the case of an arbitrary regular function (7). In order

to prove (i) itself, consider (where R is the real part)

(11) d<t>,(t)/dt = (1/2r)R{d log f(<r + it)Ids],

if F„(f) =f(a+it)?±0, where log f(s) is any branch of the logarithm of f(s).

Elementary considerations show that the function on the right-hand side of

(11) is a continuous, even a regular analytic function for all t, including those

t for which Fc(t) =0. From this the analyticity of dd>,(t)/dt and, consequently,

the analyticity of <t>,(t) are easily deduced.

Now, according to Jessen [9], the function

(12) *(a; T) = T~l f   log | F,(t) \ dt = T~l f   log | f(a + it) \ dt,
Jo Jo

for a<a<ß, 0<r<oo, exists and is a continuous function of a. The func-

tions (12) tend uniformly to a limit function \p(a) in every closed subinterval

of a<a<ß as T—><x>,

(13) «A(ff) = lim^(<r; T).
7-»oo

The limit function ^(a), which is called the Jensen function associated with

f(s), is convex and has the following property: If N(a', ß'; T), where

a <a <ß' <ß, denotes the number of zeros of f(s) in the rectangle a' <a <ß',

0<t<T, and if \f/(a) is differentiable at <r = a' and a = ß', then the limit

(14) lim N(a', ft; T)/T = H (a', ft)

exists and

(15) 2vH(a',ß') =*'(ft)-¿V),

where \f/'' — dyp/da. The number H(a', ß') is called the frequency of the zeros

oif(s) in the strip a <<r<ß'. Since a convex function is not differentiable at

most on an enumerable set of points, the relation (15) holds with the possible

exception of a countable set of a', ß' in the interval a<a<ß.

It will be shown that these facts concerning Jensen's function can be

transformed into corresponding facts concerning mean motions as follows:

Theorem I. If f(a+it) is a regular almost periodic function in the strip

a<o-<ß, where — * <La <ß á + °°, then for every a at which \p(a) has a deriva-

tive, the function

F.(t) = /(« + it)
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possesses a mean motion p(cr) and

(16) p(o-) = (l/27r)P'(o-).

Proof.f Let a<ai<a <ß'<ßi<ß, and £„-(í)^0, Fß>(i)^0 for -oo<¿

< + oo. Since/(s) has only a countable set of zeros in the strip a<<x<ß,

it is clear that F,(t) =f(a+ii)^0, (—00 <i< + oo), with the possible excep-

tion of an enumerable set of a. Let t = 0 and t = T be such that

(17) I/(<r) I > G > 0, \f(o-+iT)\> OO, a'^c^ß'.

The almost periodicity of f(s) implies that there exists a number t>0 such

that in every ¿-interval [t*, t*+r], (— x <t*< + <*>), oí length r, there exist

values oí t = T satisfying (17). Since f(s) ^0 on the boundary of the rectangle

a'^a^ß', 0^í^£,onehas

■T dlogfiß' + il)  ,        CT d log fia'+ it)
— dt

C1  dlogfiß' + it) c1
2*Nia', ß'; T) = *J*  Z       dt -

Jo ds Jo ds

rfd log fio- + iT) r»'
1 I      -do- — 1 I
J a- ds J „'

• »' d log f(e + iT) . ft'dlogfio-)
+ i I — do- — 1 \        -da.

ds

It follows that if log/(s) denotes any fixed branch of the logarithm oí fis) in

the neighborhood of the line segments a = a', iOStúT), anda=/3', iO^t^T),

then

(18) 2t2V(«', ß'; T)/T = d$iß'; T)/da - di»(a'; T)/d<r + P(a', ß'; T),

where

(19) $(<r; T) = T-1 f   log/(a + Ö)*,
» 0

and P denotes a remainder term such that

2C
(20) I P(«',/S'; r) I ̂ — G8'-«'),

T c

if C denotes the upper bound of |/'(s)| in a';£a;S/3'.

By the Cauchy-Riemann differential equations and (11), one has in the

neighborhood of the lines a = a', iO^t^T), and a = ß', iO^t^T),

1 1
(21) — d log I fio- + it) I /da = il/2ir)R{d log /(o- + ¿/)/¿s} = dp,it)/dt.

2w

Thus, by (12) and (21)

f The first part of this proof is a modification of Jessen's proof of (13), (14), and (15); Jessen [9].
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1
(22) — Tdxb(a'; T)/da = <¡>a.(T) - 0„.(O).

2x

A similar relation holds if a' is replaced by ß'.

The function ^(o-; T) defined by

C
(23) *(<r; T) = *(o; T) + — a\ ax < a < ßi,

Tc

possesses a continuous derivative with respect to a in a neighborhood of a = a'

and a=ß'. Now the real part of the function (19) is i^(o-; T), so that by (18),

(20), and (23),

(24) 2x/VV, ß'] T)/T = d9(ff\ T)/da - <**(«'; T)/da + p(a', ft; T) ,

where

AC
(25) 0^p(a',ß';T) ^ --— 03'-«').

2c

It follows from (24) and (25) that

d*(ß'; T)/da ^ d<Sl(a'; T)/da.

This inequality is clearly valid for all points a , ß' in the neighborhood of

which ^(a; T) has a continuous derivative. Thus, for a fixed T satisfying (17),

"^(o-; T) is convex for cti <<j<ßx. In virtue of (13) and (23), one has, uniformly

in any closed subinterval of ax<a<ßi,

*(a;T)^i(a), r->co.

Since i^(o-) is convex,

(26) lim d9(a'; T)/da = *'(«'), lim d*fj8'; T)/da = \b'(ß')
r-»oo                                                 t—»oo

if \p'(a') and ^'(ß') exist and if 7" satisfies the condition (17).

On the other hand (22), (23), (26) imply that if T satisfies (17), then

(27) lim <t>AT)/T = (l/2,r)*V), Hm <h-(T)/T = (1/2^03').
r-»oo                                                     r-»oo

In virtue of the remark following (17), to show that (16) holds for a = a' and

<r=j3', it is sufficient to prove that there exists a constant M such that

(28) \Ut)-4>Át')\<M, \t-t'\^T.

Let Fa(t) = Ua(t)+iVa(t). It is seen from the geometrical relation of <pa(t) to

the curve x = U„(t), y=V„(t) that if t', t" are any two points in an interval

in which Fs(t)9^0, then a necessary condition for
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I p.(f) - p,(t") | ^ 1/2

is that both U,(t) and V,(t) vanish in t'^t^t". Since there existsf an

integer N such that the number of zeros of f(s) in any rectangle a' fía ikß',

t*^t^t*+T, for —oo <t*< + oo, does not exceed N, the statement (28) fol-

lows by an application of the following lemma to the set of functions

z(s)=f(s+it*),(-°°<t*< + °°):

Lemma 2. Let Q be an open set containing the closed rectangle S: aif^a^ßi,

O^t^r, and let «i = a0^/3i. For every set 2 of functions z(s) =x(a, t)-\-iy(<x, t)

which are regular and uniformly bounded in any closed subset of Q and which

do not possess the function z(s)=0 as a limit function, there exists an integer K

such that the number of zeros of either x(a0, /) or y(ffo, t) on the interval O^t^r

does not exceed K.

This lemma is an immediate consequence of well known properties of nor-

mal families.

This completes the proof that if p'(a') exists and that if £„<(¿) ̂ 0 for all t,

then p(a') exists and 27rp(a') =p'(a'). Actually, the condition £„'(/) 5^0 is not

needed. The existence of p'(a') implies that n(a ; T)/T—>0, £—>oo; where

»(a'; T) is the number of zeros of Fa>(t) in the interval 0<¿<£. Suppose

that Fa'(t) has a zero of order k at t = to and that rj >0 is such that/(s) has no

other zeros in \s — (a'+it0)\ =r;. Then

d log f(s)/ds = k/[s - («' + it0)i + g(s),

where gis) is regular in \s— ia'+it0)\ út). Thus,J

R {d log fia' + it)/ds} = R { gia' + it)} ,

so that integration from a'+¿(¿0 — y) to a'+¿(¿0 + ??) along a semicircle (a^c/)

gives

(29)        R¡ - if [d log fis) /ds]ds\ = pa.(t0 + v) - Pa'ih - */) + kw.

Denoting by Lia'; T) the real part of {if[d log fis) /ds]ds} where the integral

extends from (a'+zO) to ia'+iT) along a path consisting of segments of the

line a = a' and semicircles (a^a) in which there are no zeros other than those

on the line a=a , it follows from (15) and the differentiability of p(a) at

a = a' that

L(a';T)/T->P'(a'), T - =0 .

f Cf. Bohr and Jessen [4]; or Jessen [9, Lemma l].

| Cf. Lemma 1.
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In virtue of (29), (11), and the fact that n(a ; r)/T—>0, T—*<x>, the mean

motion p(cv') exists and is equal to \p'(a')/2ir.

2. A criterion for the existence of p.(cr) for every a. It is clear from the

proof of Theorem I that if N(a', ß'; T)/T, n(a'; T)/T, n(ß'; T)/T each has

a limit as T—><x> and if p(ß') exists, then p(a') exists. If, in particular,

N(a', ß'; T) has a limit for every a', ß', a<a'<ß' <ß, and if n(a; T)/T-+0,

T—><», for every a, then p(a) exists for all a, (a<a<ß), and the frequency

(14) satisfies

(30) H (a', ft) = p(ß') - p(a')

for every a', ß'. In order to investigate under what conditions there are no

exceptional a', ß', it is convenient to consider the function Z(6\, 02, ■ ■ ■ ; a)

defined for every a, (a <<j <ß), on a finite or infinite dimensional 8-torus 0 and

associated with F„(t) in the usual manner (Bohr [2]). Consider those func-

tions f(s) for which there exists a finite or infinite sequence of real, linearly

independent numbers Xi, X2, • • ■ and, correspondingly, 0 represents a finite

or infinite dimensional torusf on which the continuous function Z(9\,82, ■ ■ ■ ;a)

is defined for each F„(t) such that

(31) F.(t) = Z(\it, \2t, ■ ■ ■ ;a), -oo</< + oo,

where the numbers X¿¿ in (31) are reduced modulo 1. This restriction on/(s)

excludes, for example, limit periodic functions for which p(o) need not existj

for all o*.

Suppose that, for every point (6\, 62, ■ ■ ■ ) of the torus 6, the continuous

function Z(6i, 02, ■ ■ ■ ; a) is a regular analytic function of the real variable <r.

Thus, the torus function Z is still defined if <x is replaced by the complex

variable s = a+it. Suppose further that the relation

Z(6i, 62,---;a+it)= Z(Bi + \it, 62 + \2t, ■ ■ ■ ; a),

a<a<ß;-™<t< + <x>,

is satisfied.

Let v(di, 02, ■ ■ ■ ; a', ß') denote the number of zeros of Z(dh 62, ■ ■ ■ ; s) in

the rectangle

(33) S:    a' < a < ft, 0 < / < 1.

Then v(di, B2, ■ ■ ■ ; a , ß') is a bounded function on 0. For otherwise there

f For a theory of limits, measure, and integration on the infinite dimensional torus, see Jessen

[10].
î Cf. Jessen [9, example l]. In view of the connection between mean motions and the distribu-

tion of zeros, it is easily seen that this function is such that n(0) does not exist.
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would exist a sequence of points {(0in, 62n, ■ ■ ■ )} such that

(6f,ef,---)-+(6?,ot*,---),    vidi",e2", ■ ■ • ;«',0')-► «,    »-»«o.

This would imply that Z(0*, 6*, • ■ ■ ; s)=0, since for reasons of continuity

Z(6?, d2n, ■ ■ ■ ; s)-*Z(6?, 02*, • • • ; s) holds as w^oo uniformly in 5. This

is impossible unless f(s)=0. Also, from the continuity of the function Z, it

follows by Rouché's theorem that if Z(6i°, 62°, ■ ■ ■ ; s) has no zeros on the

boundary of (33), then v(6i, 62, ■ ■ ■ ; a', ß') = v(6i\ 62°, ■ ■ ■ ; a', ß') for all

points in a sufficiently small vicinity of (of0, 82°, ■ ■ ■ ) on the torus 0. Thus,

the discontinuity points of v are among those points (0i, 02, • • • ) for which

Z(Bi, 02, • • • ; s) vanishes on the boundary of S.\ To insure that the set of

discontinuity points of j»(0i, 02, • • • ; a', ß') is a zero set on 0 assume the fol-

lowing:

(A) The set of all points (0i, 02, • • • ) of 0 satisfying either

(A, i) Z(fli, 02, ■ • • ; o-) = 0

for some a, a' <a <ß', or at least one of the two relations

(A, ii) Z(0i, 02, ■ • • ; a' + it) = 0,        Z(8i, d2, ■ ■ ■ ; ß' + it) = 0,

for some t, O^t^ 1, is a zero set. (A condition on Z(Bi, 02, • • • ; a+l¿) similar

to (A, i) is unnecessary in virtue of (32).)

Thus, under the condition (A), v(di, 62, ■ ■ ■ ; a', ß') is Riemann integrable

over 0, so that, by the Kronecker-Weyl approximation theorem,

(34) lim T~l f   vfat, \2t, • ■ ■ ; a', ß')dt =  f v(ßi, 02, • • ■ ; a', ß')d®.

Since í»(Xií*, X2¿*, •■•;«', ß') is, by (31), (32), and the definition of v, the

number of zeros of f(s) in the rectangle a' <a<ß', í*</<í*+l, it is clear

from (34) that

(35) lim N(a', ß'; T)/T =  f v(6h 02, • • • ; a', ß')d®.

By a slight modification of this argument, it follows from the condition (A, ii)

that

nia'; T)/T-+0,        »Q3'; T)/T -> 0    as    T -> °o .

Thus, if condition (A) is satisfied for all a', ß', a <a' <ß' <ß, the mean mo-

tion ju(a) exists for all a and satisfies (30).

f The above arguments are used by Jessen [10, §27], in discussing the zeros of f unctions/(j)

with linearly independent Fourier exponents.
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This criterion for the existence of p(a) can be transformed into a slightly

different form if 0 is a finite dimensional torus. Let Z be a function on a

finite dimensional torus 0, say of dimension m>l. Suppose further that

Z(di, 62, ■ ■ ■ , 6m; a) is a regular analytic function of its m + \ arguments, in

addition to satisfying (32). A necessary and sufficient condition for the condi-

tions (A) to be satisfied for all a , ß' is the following:

(B) There does not exist an (m — i)-dimensional manifold on 0 on which

(36) X(6i, ■ ■ ■ , 6m; a) + iY(dh ■ ■ ■ , 6m; a) m Z(6h ■ • • , 6m; a) = 0

for some <j, (a<<r<ß).

In order to see this, note that, in virtue of the analyticity of Z in all vari-

ables together, the sets involved in (A) are a finite set of manifolds (with pos-

sible singularities) ; so that a necessary and sufficient condition for them to

be zero sets is that their dimension numbers be less than m. Now, under the

condition (B), the set of points (9i, ■ ■ ■ , dm; a) satisfying (A, i) are manifolds

in the (9i, ■ ■ ■ , dm; o-)-space with dimension numbers not exceeding (m— 1).

It follows that the projection of this set on the (6\, ■ • • , 0m)-space 0 is a set of

manifolds with dimension numbers not exceeding (m — 1), so that it is cer-

tainly a zero set. Similar arguments, using (32), show that (B) is necessary as

well as sufficient for the condition (A, ii) to be satisfied for all a', ß'.

3. Trigonometric polynomials. As an application of the above criterion

for the existence of p(<r) for all a in an interval, consider a general trigonomet-

ric polynomial

n

(37) f(s) = 2~1 ak exp 27r(At5 + iak),
*=i

where A*, ak are real and ak>0. It may be supposed that/(o- + î7) is not a

periodic function of t, for this case is trivial. Thus there exist m (greater than

1) linearly independent numbers Xi, • • ■ , Xm such that

m

(38) Ak = 2~2 nk,\j, k = 1, • • • , »,
,-i

where the nkj are, for k = 1, • • • , n and / = 1, ■ • ■ , m, integers and the matrix

(nki) is of rank m (less than or equal to n). Thus

X+iY = Z = Z(0i, • • • , 6m)

(39)
= 2~2 8* exP 27T   Aka + il 2 nkfii + otk j   .

Since  v(di, 62, ■ ■ ■ ; a, ß)  is uniformly bounded on  0 for any a, ß,
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there exists an integer N such that the 2V+1 functions Z(9i, ■ ■ ■ , dm; a),

dZ/dff, ■ ■ ■ , dNZ/da do not vanish simultaneously for O^0,<1, a^a^ß. If

one introduces the jacobian

d(X, Y) »    »
—- = 47T2 2-, 2-, akapAknpi-exp 2w<r(Ak -f- Ap)

/,^        ai<r,8t) k-lp-i

•cos      X) (»*i - »p»)ö> + («* — «p)    ,

(38), (39), and (40) show that

bZ

do

»       d(X, Y)
(41o) 2o^ZX,    ,       N

tí       d(a, 6t)

Similarly, if one places Xp = dpX/dap, Yp=dpY/dap, then

)Z I2    /dXy    /dY\2

3o-\        \do-)        \ do- ) '

,.. .      r        A .   ö(Xp, Fj,)(41 p)     /p^ZXi———
¡=i die, 0|)

a^+'z

ÓV+1

2 2
= Ij+i + Fp+i, p = 0, 1,

If af^a^ß, the functions (39), (410), • • • , (41at_i) do not vanish simultane-

ously, so that the set of points (0i, ■ • • , 0m; a), a^a^ß, at which (39) van-

ishes is a finite set of disjoint, connected, analytic manifolds, whose dimension

numbers do not exceed (»» — 1). It follows that there are in the interval

a^a^/3 at most a finite number of values a0 such that the intersection of

these manifolds and the hyperplane a = o-0 contains a manifold with a dimen-

sion number greater than (m — 2). Hence, there is at most a finite number of

such exceptional hyperplanes, — oo <<? < + oo ; since a, ß are arbitrary and the

function (39) does not vanish if |a| is sufficiently large; for if the number A

is chosen so that some of the numbers A+Ai, • • • , A+A„ are positive and

some negative, then |exp 2irAa-Z(0i, • • ■ , 0m; a)| —► <» as |a| —>oo uniformly

in (0i, • ■ ■ , 0m).

For arbitrary functions Z of the type (39), this statement is the most

general; for example, the hyperplane a = 0 is exceptional for Z(0i, 02; a)

= exp 2ir(Xia+í0!)+exp 27r(X2a+¿02); also, trigonometric polynomials of the

type

f(s) = Il (°if exP 2»rAi,-s + a2,- exp 27rA2,s)
i-i

for properly chosen ai,-, a2,-, Ai,-, A2, lead to torus functions Z having k excep-

tional values of a associated with them.

It follows from the previous section that the mean motion p(ao) exists

whenever a = a0 is not an exceptional hyperplane. Thus, the following theorem

has been proved:
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Theorem II. The function

n

Fc(f) = ^ «A-exp 2irAka-exp 2iri(Akt + ak)
k=i

possesses a mean motion if a, (— <*> <a< + <*>), does not belong to a certain

(possibly empty) finite set.

In some cases, it is certain that the function (37) gives rise to a function Z

for which there are no exceptional values of a. For example, let

m

(42) f(s) = 2~1 ak exp 2-ïï(\ks + iotk), 2 < m < oo ,
k=i

where again ak are real, ak>0, and Xi, • ■ • , Xm are real linearly independent*

numbers. The corresponding torus function is

m

(43) X + iY =Z = Z(Bi, ■ ■ ■ , 6m; a) = ¿ ak exp 2ir[\ka + i(0k + «*)]■

It is knownf that for any fixed a, the set of points ($i, ■ ■ ■ , 0m) on 0 at which

(43) vanishes is either empty or is a finite set of analytic curves if m = 3;

in the case that m>3, this set of points, if it is not empty, is an analytic

(m — 2)-dimensional manifold without singularities or with a finite number of

singular curves according as at least one relation of the type

m

(44) 2~2 ekak exp 2ir\ka = 0, ek = ± 1,
*-i

does not or does exist. Thus, by the preceding section, p(a) exists for every a.

It is proved similarly that if the trigonometric polynomial f(s) has the form

(45) f(s)=fi(s)+f2(s),

where fi(s),f2(s) are each functions of the type (37), such that not bothfi(s),

f2(s) are periodic and such that the moduli determined by their frequencies

are linearly independent, then the corresponding torus function (39) satisfies

condition (B) for arbitrary a, ß. Thus, one has the following theorem:

Theorem III. If the trigonometric polynomial

n

F(t) =  2~1 ak exp 2iri(Akt + ak)

* For a different proof that the function (42) gives rise to a torus function Z satisfying (A)

in the case for 5áíii£ °o, cf. Jessen [l0, pp. 316-317].

t Hartman, van Kampen, and Wintner [5, pp. 265-266].
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can be decomposed into the sum of two trigonometric polynomials £1, £2 such that

not both Fi, F2 are periodic and such that the moduli determined by their fre-

quencies are linearly independent, then F(t) possesses a mean motion.

4. Smoothness of p.(a). It is clear from Theorem I that* for any regular

analytic almost periodic function f(s), the mean motion p(cr) is a non-decreas-

ing function on the set on which it is defined. In many cases, certain smooth-

ness properties (for example, differentiability of a given order or analyticity)

can be discussed.

Consider first the case (42), where it is known that p(a) is defined for all a.

If 5 ^ m 5í oo, some of these properties can be deduced from the formula

(Jessen [10])

(46) H (a, ß) =   f   G(a; 0, 0)da,

where G(a; x, y) is the density of the asymptotic distribution function of F,(t)

with respect to the weight function | dF,(t)/dt\2. By the previous section, (30)

holds for all a', ß', so that by (46)

(47) piß) - pia) =   f   Gio-; 0, 0)da.

Now, the function Gia; x, y) is given by the formulaf

(48) Gia; x, y) =- I   I   exp iixu + vy)-Xia; £)du dv,

where the integral extends over the entire (w, i»)-plane, % = u-\-iv, and

m m

X(a;C) = E|X^|2n^o(|^'í|)
4-1 )-l

+ E X*X,6*6i- II Joi | M | ) -/i( | bkk | )Ji( | i,£ | ),
k.i-i j-i

k*l i*k,l

where bj = b,(a) =a, exp 27rX,a, the functions /0, Ji being the Bessel functions.

Using the well known properties of the Bessel functions

2dJn(w)/dw = Jn-i(w) — Jn+iiw); I Jniw) I ̂  \;Jn(w) = 0( I w h1/2), I w I -* CO,

for » = 0, +1, •• -, we see that if m^5+2p, the function dkX/dak is

0(| £|-'"/2+*), so that if k = l, ■ ■ ■ , p, then dkX/dak is absolutely integrable

* Compare Jessen [il].

f The formula is obtained by Jessen [10] by methods adapted from Wintner [14].
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over the entire £ = u+iv plane. It follows from (48) that G(a; x, y) has p con-

tinuous partial derivatives with respect to <r, so that, by (47), p(<x) has p+1

continuous derivatives in this case. It is clear that if m= °o, then p(a) has

continuous derivatives of arbitrarily high order.

The formulas (48), (49) were obtained by the use of Fourier transforms,

so that it is only possible to decide from them that G(<x; x, y) has certain

smoothness properties either for all (x, y) or for no (x, y). On the other hand,

it is possible to discuss the existence and smoothness of G(a; x, y) by using

methods* recently applied to the density 5(a; x, y) of the ordinary asymptotic

distribution function of F„(t). These methods apply not only to the case (42)

but also to the case of a general trigonometric polynomial (37). It is easily

seen that G(a; x, y) can be defined for every point for which b(a;x, y) is de-

fined. Also, if for a point (<r; x, y) the functions Z(ôi, ■ ■ ■ , 6m; a) — (x+iy),

d(X, Y)/d(6k, B,), (k, j = l, ■ ■ ■ , m), do not vanish simultaneously at any

point (0i, ■ • • , 0m) of the torus 0, then G((t; x, y) is defined and is a regular

analytic function of its real arguments in a neighborhood of this point. It

follows from §2 that if (<r0; 0,0) is such a point, then p(a) exists for all a suffi-

ciently near to o-0, since condition (B) is satisfied if one places a = o-0 —e,

/3 = o"o + « for a sufficiently small e. On the other hand, it is clear that the con-

siderations of Jessen [10] may be modified to show that (47) holds for

ao — €<a<ß<<Xo+e (even though the frequencies are not linearly independ-

ent). This proves the following:

Theorem IV. Let
n

/(s) = 2~1 ff* exP 2x(A*s + ictk)
¡fc-i

and let X+iY=Z = Z(Qi, ■ ■ ■ , 6m; a) be the corresponding /unction (39). i/,

/or 0 = ao, the/unction Z(6i, ■ ■ ■ , 6m; a) and the jacobians d(X, Y)/d(6,; 6k),

(j, k = 1, • • • ,m),do not vanish simultaneously at any point (0i, • • • , 6m) of the

torus 0, then p(a) exists and is a regular analytic function for all a sufficiently

near to o-0.

In the particular case (42), the conditions of Theorem IV are satisfied for

all o- for which there is no relation of the type (44). If m = oo the same is true

if (44) is replaced by

n °°

2~2 ekak exp 2ir\ka —  2^1 ak exp 2xXjt<r = 0, ek =  + 1,
k=l k=n+1

* van Kampen and Wintner [8]; Hartman, van Kampen, and Wintner [6]. The formulation of

the results in the latter paper can be extended at once to the density G(o; x, y) of the weighted

distribution function.
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for some ». Summarizing the results for the functions (42), one has the follow-

ing:

Theorem V. If the numbers Xi, X2, • • • are linearly independent, the func-

tion

m

F,it) = E«t exP 2ir(X*î + iak) , 1 _ m ^ °°,
k-1

possesses a mean motion ju(a). If 3-\-2p^m^ oo, ¿¿(a) possesses p continuous

partial derivatives. If m<<x>, nia) is a regular analytic function at every point,

with the possible exception of those a for which there is a relation of the type

¿J ekak exp 2Tr\ka = 0, ek = ± 1.
i-l

Finally, if m= <x>, ¿i(<r) is regular analytic at every point, with the possible excep-

tion of those a for which there is a relation of the type

n °°

T! ekak exp 2ir\ka —   E  a* exP 27rX¡to- = 0, ek = ± 1,
*-=l fc=n+l

for some ».

5. Mean motions of the Riemann f-function. It is clear from Theorem I,

and the fact that f is) is almost periodic (in the sense of Bohr) and does not

vanish for a>l, that the mean motion ¿i(a) exists for every a>l. Further-

more, p(a) is independent of a; since the real part of f (s) does not vanish when

a is sufficiently large, p(a) = 0 for all a > 1.

Although f(s) is not almost periodic in the sense of Bohr for l/2<a^l,

the methods developed in §1 can be adapted for this case by using the well

known fact that N(a, ß; T)/T^0 as £-»oo, where l/2<a<ß^oo and

N(a, ß; T) denotes the number of zeros of Ç(s) in the rectangle a<a<ß,

Kt<T. Thus, it may be concluded that ¿t(a)=0 for a>l/2.
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